


Ten years ago, we at G5 introduced ourselves by bringing new standards of technology and 
quality to archery. In 2011, we again introduced new standards and cutting-edge products by 
building bows and introducing Prime. It sounds strange to say that we are introducing Prime be-
cause the idea behind Prime and the work that has gone into its development has been a long 
time coming. 

Prime bows are born of an attitude of uncompromising design and manufacturing. Prime fea-
tures a patent-pending revolutionary “Parallel Cam” technology that addresses the nagging 
problem of cam lean and uncontrolled horizontal nock travel. Featuring 7000 series forged 
aluminum risers, Prime bows will have the strongest risers on the market. Their titanium flex 
guard and G-10 material for grips will also help set Prime bows above the rest. This year, Prime 
will offer 2 models: the Centroid, a 34” ATA at 332 fps, and the Shift, a 30” ATA also at 332 fps. 
Make yourself a promise this year and spend some shooting time with a Prime bow at your lo-
cal Prime dealer. We promise you will experience the most forgiving and accurate bow 
on the market. 

™

“A sniper’s rifle’s accuracy is classif ied in terms of MOA, minute 
of arc. The smaller the MOA the more accurate the rifle. MOA is 
a unit of angular measurement represented by the symbol ‘   which 

is called the PRIME.”

800m Range
(Human Shape for Comparison)

0.5 MOA
(FBI requirement)

1 MOA
(US Army 

requirement)

3 MOA
(Assualt Rifle)

100m Range
(Shape Approximates Size 

of Human Head)

0.5in (13mm)

1in (25mm)

3in (75mm)

16in (400mm)

8in (200mm)

4in (100mm)

Brain Stem
approximate size
1x3in (25x75mm)
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FEATURES:

Forged 7000 series Aluminum

C1™ Laminated Limbs

Parallel Cam™

TI-Guide™ 

Shield Grip™

DuraFuse™ Finish

Gore™ 452X Performance Strings 

CENTROID™

SHOWN IN OPTIFADE FOREST

™

IBO (FPS):

AXLE TO AXLE (IN):

BRACE HEIGHT:

MASS WEIGHT (LBS):

DRAW LENGTH:

DRAW WEIGHT (LBS):

332

34.25”

7.00”

4.3

27” - 31”

50, 60, 70

SPECS:

Available in Black, Ice Blue, Optifade™ Open & 
Forest and Realtree AP HD™
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SHIFT™

SHOWN IN REALTREE AP

™

FEATURES:

Forged 7000 series Aluminum

C1™ Laminated Limbs

Parallel Cam™

TI-Guide™ 

Shield Grip™

DuraFuse™ Finish

Gore™ 452X Performance Strings 
 

IBO (FPS):

AXLE TO AXLE (IN):

BRACE HEIGHT:

MASS WEIGHT (LBS):

DRAW LENGTH:

DRAW WEIGHT (LBS):

332

30”

7.00”

4 

26” - 30”

50, 60, 70

SPECS:

Available in Black, Ice Blue, Optifade™ Open & 
Forest and Realtree AP HD™
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™ The most accurate and effic ient path of an 
arrow from full draw to the target is the 

straightest path.

The Problem
Every bow’s nock path travels in two planes, a vertical plane, which the in-
dustry has solely focused on for the last 20 years, and a horizontal plane. 
At Prime we decided to take both planes head on.

Cam synchronization is the biggest component to Vertical Nock Path, (VNP). 
The better you synchronize the upper and lower cams in a dual cam or cam 
and half system the straighter and more level the VNP. 

Cam lean is the biggest component to Horizontal Nock Path, (HNP). Since the 
string connects the upper and lower cams/eccentrics, the less the cam leans 
whether it is a single cam, cam and half or dual cam, the straighter and more 
level the HNP.
 Cam lean is caused by two main components:
 1.) Unbalanced loads on the axle.
 2.) Cables being pulled to the side by the cable guard.
 

Prime features explanation
PARALLEL CAM™ TECHNOLOGY balances the load equally on each side of the cable virtually 
eliminating all CAM LEAN, while reducing horizontal nock travel, limb fatigue and shooter 
induced torque.

FORGED 7000 SERIES ALUMINUM RISER - The first of its kind, our Forged 7000 series T6 
aluminum is twice as strong as the 6061 T6 aluminum our competitors use. 7000 series alloy allows us 
to maximize riser stiffness and reduce shooter’s hand shock.
 

C-1™ LAMINATED LIMBS provide ultimate strength and repeatability. The C-1 cross weft design 
significantly reduces torsional stresses in the limb, producing improved consistency and accuracy shot 
after shot.
 

TI-GLIDE™ TITANIUM FLEXING CABLE SYSTEM - Our Ultra Flexible Titanium cable guard system 
reduces cam lean by 25% by reducing side load on cables dur ing draw. Working in conjunction with the 
Parallel Cams, cam lean is virtually elimi nated. The titanium core is ultra light weight but provides supe-
rior strength and consistency with every shot.

SHIELD GRIP™ - The first of its kind in the industry, made of G10 material that repels water, odors 
or any other unwanted element. It stays dry and comfortable in the hand no matter the conditions

DURAFUSE™ FINISH - Our patented process provides enormous durability and extremely high image 
quality. 
 

GORE™ FIBERS STRINGS AND CABLES - Our proprietary string material is a high performance 
blend of Gore Per formance Fibers and BCY™ 452X. The marriage of these two industry leaders creates 
a superior string that includes key benefits of less vibration, reduction in noise, and 
in creased durability.
 

100 CYCLE ASSURANCE - Prime seeks to deliver the highest level of Quality Assurance in the Bow 
Industry.  Every Prime bow is fully assembled and tune.  G5 then takes the extra effort of cycling every 
bow 100 times on an automated cycling machine, and then super tunes the bow again.  This process en-
sures that strings are properly stretched, and limbs and limb pockets have properly settled – eliminat-
ing the need to retune your bow after your first 100 shots.  

VNP
(Vertical Nock Path)

HNP
(Horizontal Nock Path)



THE SOLUTION:
 Parallel Cam Technology - whether applied to single cams, cam and a 
half system, dual cam systems, or any current cam system/concept - has the 
ability to balance the loads on the axle. Placing both the string load and 
cable loads in the center of the axle, cam lean is reduced by at least 75%. 
Thus, when the string is pulled back and the string load dynamically changes 
inconsistently with the dynamically changing cable loads, they remain bal-
anced since they are in the center of the axle. Current cam systems do not 
place the string and cable loads in the center of the axle and thus lean, or 
teeter-totter. 

 Ti-Glide Technology has the ability to reduce and regulate the amount 
of side load generated by pulling the cables out of the path of the arrow, 
thus reducing the last 25% of cam lean. This is done by Ti-Glide’s exclusive 
titanium spring rod that allows the cable guard to flex inwards as the cable 
load increases. When the string is released the cable load reduces and the 
titanium spring pulls the cables back out of the path of the arrow. 

 A rigid cable guard system will have at least 3X the amount of negative 
side load compared to the Ti-Glide Cable Technology. 

Parallel Cam + Ti -Glide Technologies            
= virtually no cam lean.

AT BRACE AT FULL
DRAW

THE PROOF:
 After tuning your bow and sighting it in, take a look at where the sight 
pins are in relation to the axis of the arrow. If they are inline, then you have 
straight and level Horizontal Nock Path, (HNP).
 
 If not, then your bow is shooting the arrow out sideways because the 
HNP is not level and straight with the bow riser and limb. Thus you have to 
over compensate your sight by pushing it furtherer out of line with the axis 
of the arrow.

Proof is in the pudding...in this case it’s in the 
bow sight.

Current Bows:
Sight Pins
Not Inline with
Arrow =
Poor HNP

Prime Bows:
Sight Pins
Inline with
Arrow =
Good HNP

Current Bows: Prime Bows:




